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Supporting Lean Finance 

An online hybrid training/enabler programme that accelerates the team's performance in Accounting 
Technique, analysis, and reporting process immediately and at all levels.  

This means that external IFRS consulting is reduced to the minimum, i.e. all staff have an Enabler 
with them that helps them on the job with all accounting techniques and skills they need.  

The i-learning IFRS Enabler delivers on three fronts:  

1. Immediately enables each individual accountant or analyst in 
applying IFRS on the job;  

2. Trains the individual systematically and methodically to an 
advanced level in IFRS; 

3. Links directly to the HR process by enabling managers to 
follow in real time the learning progress of the team so that 
they know who has achieved what skills and when.  

The IFRS Enabler 
Providing a wealth of real 
and practical material ready 
to be used by the working 
accountant/analyst. 
 

Real life examples and step-
by-step guidance. 
 

Materials are designed to relate 
to real-life examples, enabling 
users to apply the skills and 
tools learnt as well as, 
importantly, applying 
judgement.  
 

 
A wide range of topics is 
available for reference, even 
when users are engaged in 
linear training on a separate 
topic. 

 
Communication with a real-life 
tutor helps users ensure they 
clarify any questions. 
 
 

Watch our short video for a quick 
overview of features & dynamics! 
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Crucially, the i-learning 
programme provides 
continued checks on 
users’ performance.  
 

Self-assessment 
progress tests and case 
studies for review by the 
tutor.  
 
Although the 
programme assumes 
basic accounting 
knowledge, still all double entry and all concepts are available as a refresher. 

HR App  

All training progress details and progress reports are available in real time to Line Managers/HR 
monitoring training 

progress.  
 
Progress reports as 
well as Certificates are 
exportable to Excel 
and PDF.  

CPD Hours 
Certification of CPD credits is obtained for every Module of 
training completed. 

Who is it for? 

i-learning IFRS is specifically designed for Accountants, 
Accounting Supervisors, Chief Accountants, Financial 
Managers and Directors, CFOs, Investment Managers and 
Analysts who need to understand, interpret and apply IFRS and 
also maintain the skills and the knowledge in the long run. 
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All standards and interpretations are covered, along with rich training materials and resources that 
can be used at work. All examples and case studies are real-life and practical, requiring participants 
to apply the skills and tools learnt as well as applying judgement. 
 
Customisation of the content and the software can be provided at an extra fee which will depend on 
the extent of the new features required.  

 
For a quick presentation of i-learning IFRS, please click here. 
 

Our Clients 

Our trainers deliver IFRS training to some 1,000 accountants, CFOs, Audit Partners, managers and 

analysts every year.  

We work with companies like PwC, Unilever, EY, Diageo, KPMG, Citibank and others. We deliver 

training in the UK, Dubai, Poland, Hungary, CIS, Ukraine, Kuwait and Bahrain. 

Our clients list for IFRS training includes Bridgestone Europe, in their transition to IFRS, as well as the 

IFRS consultants, Vistra Luxembourg. 

 

        

              

                   

 
 

 

 
 

Request a Demo 

To view the programme’s full features and dynamics, please do not hesitate to contact us – we will 
be happy to arrange a demo presentation.  
 

Email: info@developers-egypt.com 

Telephone: +2-01068822010 

www.developers-egypt.com 
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